## Crime Highlights:

- A shooting occurred near the corner of 27th Avenue SE and Essex Street SE on Wednesday, September 11th at approximately 1:00AM.
  - The victim walked to a nearby hospital where they were treated for their injuries.
  - A suspect description is not available.
  - Minneapolis Police Department is investigating.
- An attempted abduction occurred near the 400 block of 6th Street SE on Thursday, September 12th at approximately 7:10AM.
  - The victim was grabbed, resisted, and was able to escape.
  - The suspect was described as a white male around 6 feet tall with a thin build. They were wearing a blue hoodie and sweatpants.
  - Anyone with information on this crime should call CrimeStoppers of Minnesota at 1-800-222-TIPS

## Safety Notes:

- Moped thefts are continuing especially in the Marcy-Holmes neighborhood. Thieves are picking up the entire moped, so locking the steering column and removing the key is not preventing theft.
  - **Prevention Tips:**
    - Chain your moped to an immovable object.
    - Park in a secured garage or a well-lit area.
    - Use more than one-lock. Handle-bar locks and wheel locks can be effective.
    - Use a cover, often times thieves look for specific makes and models. A cover makes the moped less attractive to thieves.
    - If you see suspicious activity call 911.